Do you have long-term care insurance? Whether your answer is yes or no, Seabury At Home is the perfect healthcare coverage option for you. Seabury At Home is a home-based Life Care program for healthy, active adults 50 and over who reside in and around Hartford County or New Haven County. Our prepaid structure, with a one-time membership fee and low, predictable monthly rates, allows you to protect your assets and effectively plan for the rest of your life.

Join us for an information session and tour.

Call (860) 243-6081 or (860) 243-4033 for reservations or e-mail info@seaburylife.org.
I’M SORRY!

Connecticut’s largest area rug cleaning and restoration facility

J. Namnoun Rug Gallery
Sales • Cleaning • Restoration
92 Weston Street • Hartford CT 06120
(860) 522-6368 • www.jnamnoun.com
Live your best life.

You have a lot of living to do, and at Duncaster, you can do it all. Gather for a few hands of bridge, or take in a performance at Hartford Stage. Take a walk along our stunning campus trail, or expand your mind through an on-site college-level course.

Wide-ranging amenities and services await you. It’s time to discover how you can live your best life today.

Call 860-380-5006
Thank you for joining us for *Detroit ’67*, written by Dominique Morisseau. In 2014, *Detroit ’67* received the Edward M. Kennedy Prize for Drama. And last year, Dominique Morisseau received a 2018 MacArthur Foundation “Genius Grant.” The production is directed by Jade King Carroll, who staged our productions of *Having Our Say* and *The Piano Lesson*. Like *The Age of Innocence* and *Murder on the Orient Express*, this is a co-production with the McCarter Theatre, run for the past three decades by Artistic Director, Emily Mann. It is wonderful to have this opportunity to collaborate with Dominique, Jade, and Emily.

We would like to thank our executive sponsor, Travelers; our lead sponsor, Robinson and Cole; our producers, Rick and Beth Costello; and our assistant production sponsor, Eversource Energy.

And now, please take a moment to get acquainted with “The Playwright’s Rules of Engagement.”

---

**PLAYWRIGHT’S RULES OF ENGAGEMENT**

You are allowed to laugh audibly.

You are allowed to have audible moments of reaction and response.

My work requires a few “um hmms” and “uhn uhnns” should you need to use them. Just maybe in moderation. Only when you really need to vocalize.

This can be church for some of us, and testifying is allowed.

This is also live theatre and the actors need you to engage with them, not distract them or thwart their performance.

Please be an audience member that joins with others and allows a bit of breathing room. Exhale together. Laugh together. Say “amen” should you need to.

This is community. Let’s go.

—Dominique Morisseau
As proud supporters of the arts, we applaud the effort and dedication it takes to bring creative vision to reality.

No amount of number crunching can calculate the value of the arts.

We are proud to support Hartford Stage in its mission to enlighten, entertain, and educate audiences.

Contact:
Rhonda J. Tobin
860.275.8327
Robinson & Cole LLP
In Association with McCarter Theatre Center
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Directed by Jade King Carroll
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Detroit ’67 was developed with the assistance of the Public Theater, Oskar Eustis, Artistic Director and Patrick Willingham, Executive Director and received its world premiere there on March 12, 2013

The world premiere was co-produced by The Classical Theater of Harlem, Ty Jones, Producing Artistic Director

Developed at The Lark Play Development Center, New York City

February 14 - March 10, 2019
WELCOME & ENJOY THE SHOW!

Please turn off your cell phones before the show.

Photography or video recording of any kind is prohibited without prior written permission.

Accessible seating for patrons with mobility requirements available in the front row of sections B & F.

For your eating and drinking pleasure, snacks, soda, wine, beer, and mixed drinks are available at our concessions bar on both levels.

You are welcome to bring drinks with you to your seat, but please, no drinks with ice. The servers at concessions will be happy to remove ice from your drinks if you do not finish before it is time to go into the theatre.

HARTFORD STAGE ASSISTED LISTENING DEVICES

If you are using a Hartford Stage Listening Device, please remove your own personal hearing aid or make sure you turn it off if you leave it in your ear. When you remove the Hartford Stage device from your head, please make sure the volume is turned off on the device. Taking these steps will reduce the amount of static feedback from the listening system.

MAT GARAGE PARKING

There is a new automated parking system for the MAT Garage, which is adjacent to Hartford Stage. Please note the new procedure below and see the Box Office with any questions.

1. Retain the Parking Ticket you receive as you enter the MAT Garage adjacent to Hartford Stage.
2. Visit the Hartford Stage Box Office to purchase a Parking Voucher/Validation Ticket for only $6.50.
3. When exiting the MAT Garage, INSERT your Parking Ticket, then SCAN your Parking Voucher/Validation Ticket when prompted.

WHEN THE GATE GOES UP, YOU CAN BE ON YOUR WAY!

The MAT Garage is owned and operated by the Hartford Parking Authority.

OPEN CAPTIONED PERFORMANCES

For patrons who are deaf or have hearing loss. FREE with admission.

Detroit '67  Mar. 3, 2:00 & 7:30 pm
Jeeves & Wooster  Apr. 7, 2:00 & 7:30 pm
The Flamingo Kid  May 26, 2:00 & 7:30 pm

AUDIO DESCRIBED PERFORMANCES

For patrons who are blind or have low vision. FREE with admission.

Detroit '67  Mar. 9, 2:00 pm
Jeeves & Wooster  Apr. 13, 2:00 pm
The Flamingo Kid  Jun. 1, 2:00 pm
The actors and stage managers employed in this production are members of Actors’ Equity Association, the Union of Professional Actors and Stage Managers in the United States.

The Scenic, Costume, Lighting and Sound Designers in LORT theatres are represented by United Scenic Artists Local USA-829, IATSE.

The Director is a member of the Stage Directors and Choreographers Society, a national theatrical labor union.

Artists subject to change.
Northlight Theatre’s Former Resident Dramaturg, Dr. Kristin Leahey, spoke with Detroit ’67 playwright, Dominique Morisseau, for Northlight’s 2013 production.

**Kristin Leahey: What inspired you to write this play?**

**Dominique Morisseau:** Aside from me and my entire family being from Detroit, I really wanted to dive into Detroit’s history and look at the important moments that changed the landscape of our city. And 1967 was definitely one of the more definitive moments. Growing up in Detroit, there is no real intellectual study of our history. There’s not a lot of talk about the “riots”—though many people would tell me not to call them “riots,” they’d tell me to call them “The Great Rebellion...”—So many people don’t grow up learning about The Rebellion. It’s not taught in schools. It’s not being kept alive through conversation. So I went out to learn about it on my own. Additionally, I think what made me really want to start working on this project was a desire to contribute a different narrative about Detroit than what is out there right now. I don’t think the media always depicts our city with fairness. The Detroit I grew up in and understand was built on the backs of these small communities made up of real people. And I wanted to tell a story from that perspective. I wanted to bring the soul of that into the national conversation about Detroit.

**KL: It seems like music is a really big part of your life, not to mention the play. Can you talk a bit about the music in the piece?**

**DM:** Music helps to give me a sense of the world within a play. Whenever I write, I use music as the backdrop. Even if I don’t write the songs I’ve been listening to into the play, it still is a huge influence for me. It informs the world, gives me a local color, a language for the period, the attitude and the spirit of what I’m writing. Motown is definitely a nobrainer when it comes to Detroit in the ’60s.

**KL: Are there particular songs that were/are a part of your life or your parents’ lives that made it into this play?**

**DM:** My instinct was to look for groups or singers that I wasn’t already hip to. What people listened to on a record in 1967 is not necessarily the song that was the most popular. So filling a play with
music brings in another character and lets characters relate to one another through the music. I wanted these characters to listen to music that had a particular message or point of view that spoke to where they were or what they were going through, not just what was the most popular. “My Baby Loves Me” transports me to another world whenever I listen to it. It reminds me of my mother. I don’t know if she used to play it for me all the time or not. But my aunt heard me mention that song and how it inspired me, and she said she used to play it for me when I was growing up and dancing with her. Somewhere subconsciously, that song lives in my mind and in my heart. It’s like this song is family.

**KL: Do you still have any family that lives in Detroit?**

**DM:** Oh, all of my family lives in Detroit. All of them. There’s very little empathy for the people who live in Detroit, and there’s such a bleak hopelessness that’s been assigned to their situation. That’s what bothers me most. And the people who say those things really don’t understand our city. And I think when we hear certain things about ourselves over and over we start to believe in them—even the best of us. That’s the power of writing. The media really has the power to manipulate peoples’ beliefs. So I too want to manipulate peoples’ beliefs and get people to start believing in our city again. It’s the city’s music in this story that unifies people of different backgrounds, politics, and worldviews. And I think that when we are presented with stories that can teach us about that kind of heart, we can shrug off the city’s labels and begin to really believe in the people that live there.

*Reprinted with permission from Northlight Theatre’s *Detroit ’67* study guide.*
In the “long, hot summer of 1967,” more than 150 instances of civil and racial unrest unfolded in cities across America, including Detroit and Hartford. In conjunction with *Detroit ’67*, Hartford Stage is launching a series of community engagement initiatives to explore the resonances of the play for Hartford in 1967 and today, in 2019.

**HARTFORD ’67 Oral History Project**

During the run of *Detroit ’67*, Hartford Stage will partner with Dr. Fiona Vernal, Associate Professor of History at the University of Connecticut, to interview Hartford residents for first-hand accounts of the civil unrest of 1967 in Hartford. These videos will be archived at the robust history collection at the Hartford History Center at Hartford Public Library.

**DETROIT ’67/HARTFORD ’67 Lobby Display**

In its upper lobby, Hartford Stage has curated an exhibit juxtaposing images from the urban upheavals in 1967 Detroit and Hartford. The display was created with archival support from the Hartford History Center at Hartford Public Library, and will tour to Hartford Public Library branches following the run of *Detroit ’67*.

**HARTFORD ’19 Panel Discussion**

How much has the Hartford of 2019 changed from 1967? What issues remain familiar and pressing, demanding attention and action? As the nation stands at a crossroads, Hartford Stage invites the community to the *Hartford ’19* panel discussion at 7:00 PM on Monday, February 25, 2019, where community leaders will examine social justice, equity, and civic engagement in Hartford today. The panel is moderated by Dr. Stacey Close, Associate Vice President of Equity and Diversity at Eastern Connecticut State University. The event is free and open to all.
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Hartford Stage Debut. **Off-Broadway** Picnic (The Transport Group). **Regional** Detroit ’67 (McCarter Theater), If All The Sky Were Paper (The Kennedy Center), The New World (Bucks County Playhouse). **Film** The Sunlit Night (Sundance 2019), Kid Witness, The Vampire Leland. **Television** Blue Bloods, The Good Wife, Truth Slash Fiction, Going Homeless. **Concert Work** Multiple engagements at 54 Below for their Broadway Loves series, Le Poisson Rouge, Forest Whitaker’s Performers4Peace. Ginna is proud to serve on the Guild of The Princess Grace Foundation USA. **Education** BFA Carnegie Mellon University. @ginnalevine

JOHNNY RAMEY
LANK
Hartford Stage Debut. **Professional** Johnny Ramey has had the fortune to be a part of several great productions as an actor, producer, writer and director, and later, working with companies: Cinestories.com, Fusion Cinema, and his company, King Margot Productions, to bring visions alive. His latest projects—Fatality, Work Party, and Negus—directed, produced, and written by him—have been, and will show at, major North American and international festivals. **Theatre** Credits include Detroit ’67 (McCarter), The Liquid Plain (Signature Theatre), The City of Conversation (Wallis Annenberg Theater), The Royale (CPH). Multiple Drama Awards. **Television/Film** Credits include Forever, PozRoz, Twelfth Night, Rage Room, Royal Pains, Most Likely to Die, and New Year’s Eve Awards Johnny won the Irene Diamond Excellence in Acting Award, the Helen Hayes Award for Superior Donuts, and was nominated by Broadway World for his role in The Whipping Man. **Education** The Juilliard School.
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DOMINIQUE MORISSEAU
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Dominique is the author of The Detroit Project (a 3-play cycle) which includes the following plays: Skeleton Crew (Atlantic Theater Company), Paradise Blue (Signature Theatre), and Detroit ’67 (Public Theater, Classical Theatre of Harlem and NBCT). Additional plays include: Pipeline (Lincoln Center Theater), Sunset Baby (LABythrinth Theatre), Blood at the Root (National Black Theatre), and Follow Me To Nellie’s (Premiere Stages). She is also the book writer on the new musical Ain’t Too Proud—The Life and Times of the Temptations (Berkeley Repertory Theatre). Dominique is an alumna of The Public Theater Emerging Writer’s Group, Women’s Project Lab, and Lark Playwrights Workshop and has developed work at Sundance Lab, Williamstown Theatre Festival, and Eugene O’Neil Playwrights Conference. Her work has been commissioned by Steppenwolf Theater, Women’s Project, South Coast Rep, People’s Light and Theatre, and Oregon Shakespeare Festival/Penumbra Theatre. She most recently served as Co-Producer on the Showtime series Shameless. Awards include: Spirit of Detroit Award, PoNY Fellowship, Sky-Cooper Prize, TEER Trailblazer Award, Steinberg Playwright Award, Audelco Awards, NBFT August Wilson Playwriting Award, Edward M. Kennedy Prize for Drama, OBIE Award, Ford Foundation Art of Change Fellowship, and being named one of Variety’s Women of Impact for 2017-18.

JADE KING CARROLL
DIRECTOR
Hartford Stage The Piano Lesson, Having Our Say. Jade King Carroll is an NYC-based director hailing from Woodstock, NY. Some of her credits include Detroit ’67, Intimate Apparel, The Piano Lesson (McCarter Theatre); Hello, From the Children of Planet Earth (Playwrights Realm); From the Author of (The Rep); Having Our Say (Long Wharf Theatre); The Revolutionists, Sunset Baby (City Theatre); Autumn’s Harvest (Lincoln Center Institute); Skeleton Crew (Dorset Theater Festival, Marin Theater); Mr. Chickee’s Funny Money (Atlantic Theater); alondra was here (Wild Project); The Etymology of Bird (CitiParks Summer Stages); A Trouble in Mind (Two River Theater & Playmaker’s Rep); Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom, The Whipping Man (Portland Stage). Associate Director for A Streetcar Named Desire and The Gin Game (Broadway); The Children’s Monologues (Carnegie Hall). Jade received the Paul Green Award for Outstanding Emerging Theatre Professional. Past Fellowships & Awards New York Theatre Workshop, Van Lier, Second Stage Theatre, Women’s Project, McCarter Theatre, SUNY 40 Under 40, TCG New Generations Future Leader and Gates Millennium Scholar.
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Hartford Stage Seaside. Broadway Indecent; The Gin Game; The Gershwins’ Porgy and Bess; The People in the Picture; Caroline, or Change; Elaine Stritch at Liberty; Topdog/Underdog; Bells Are Ringing; Parade; Bring in ’Da Noise, Bring in ’Da Funk; The Tempest. Over 200 designed productions in the US and internationally at The Public Theater, Brooklyn Academy of Music, American Repertory Theater, Lincoln Center Theater, New York Theatre Workshop, Goodman Theatre, Guthrie Theater, Lyric Opera of Chicago, Houston Grand Opera, San Francisco Opera, New York City Opera, Los Angeles Opera, Santa Fe Opera, Canadian Opera Company, Theatre du Chatelet Paris, Teatro Real Madrid, English National Opera/Young Vic, and many others. Awards/Nominations Include 2017 Obie Award for Sustained Excellence in Scenic Design, 2015 Henry Hewes Design Award, Princess Grace Statue Award, Tony, Drama Desks, Connecticut Critics Circle, Helen Hayes, Jeff Award, Dora Award/Opera Division, Audelco, American Theater Wing and Boston Elliot Norton Award.
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Hartford Stage Having Our Say (with Jade King Carroll). Theatre Other productions with Jade King Carroll at The Playwrights Realm, Long Wharf, The Juilliard School, City Theater, and McCarter Theatre. Select Credits include work with directors Edward Albee, Maria Mileaf, Amir Nizar Zuabi and Marya Sea Kaminski with companies including The Cherry Lane, The Play Company, The Mint Theater Company, Pittsburgh Public Theater and Williamstown Theater Festival. Select Work in Dance with Mark Morris, Jessica Lang, Aszure Barton, Sonya Tayeh, Robert Battle, John Heginbotham, Alexander Ekman, Kyle Abraham and Annabelle Lopez-Ochoa and companies including Joffrey Ballet, Houston Ballet, Hubbard Street, Mark Morris Dance Group, Jessica Lang Dance, Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, Nederlands Dance Theater, Malpaso and American Ballet Theater. Select Work in Opera with Arizona Opera, LA Opera, The Juilliard School, Opera de Montreal, and Minnesota Opera. www.nicolepearcedesign.com
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Hartford Stage  The Engagement Party, Henry V, Murder on the Orient Express, Seder, Heartbreak House, Cloud 9, The Comedy of Errors, The Piano Lesson, Queens for a Year. Theatre  Greg Webster has worked as an actor, director, and choreographer of movement and stage violence from Broadway to the West End as well as regional theatres throughout the United States. He is the founding Artistic Director of the Split Knuckle Theatre Company, which creates new works and has performed in 22 countries to date. Regional Credits include Trinity Rep, Yale Rep, Long Wharf Theatre and Shakespeare and Company. Teaching  He is an Associate Professor and Head of Movement/Master of Arms at the professional actor-training program at University of Connecticut. Education/Training  Graduate of the the London International School for Performing Arts; MFA in acting from the University of Missouri-Kansas City. He is an accomplished Martial Artist and is a former Golden Gloves boxer.
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Hartford Stage  The Engagement Party, Henry V, Make Believe, A Lesson from Aloes, Seder, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Having Our Say. Broadway Side Show, After Midnight, A Night With Janis Joplin, Don’t Dress For Dinner, Master Class, Follies, Lombardi, Ragtime, Impressionism, The Seafarer, Radio Golf, Coram Boy, Translations. Off-Broadway Little Rock (The Sheen Center); Poison (Origin Theatre Company); Fetch Clay Make Man (NYTW); A Thick Description Of Harry Smith (P73), The Cripple of Inishmaan (Atlantic Theater Company), Me Myself & I (Playwrights Horizons); Brother Sister Plays (Public Theatre); Flight (DR2 Theatre); The Glorious Ones (Lincoln Center); Tryst (Promenade Theatre). Regional The Kennedy Center, Royal George, Drury Lane Theatre, Signature Theatre, McCarter Theatre, Miami New Drama, Shakespeare Theatre of DC, among others. Education/Training NYU Tisch School of The Arts. Awards Nominated six times for Artios Awards for Excellence in Casting, and won for the Broadway Revival of Follies.
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Hartford Stage  Debut. Off-Broadway Bulldozer: The Ballad of Robert Moses; Beautiful Day Without You (Origin Theatre Company); Tchaikovsky: None but the Lonely Heart (Ensemble for the Romantic Century). Off-Broadway Emojiland (NYMF); Cotton Candy & Cocaine, Radiant Baby at Joe’s Pub (Theatre C). Regional Man of La Mancha, His Girl Friday, Presto Change-o; Pirates of Penzance, Well Intentioned White People (Barrington Stage Company); 14 productions at Goodspeed Musicals (Resident Assistant Stage Manager 3 Seasons); God of Carnage, Clybourne Park, The Bells, The Elephant Man, & Tartuffe (Resident Ensemble Players); Love Letters (Long Wharf Theatre); What The Butler Saw (Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey); Homebody/Kabul & Arcadia (Yale School of Drama); Time Stands Still (Fusion Theatre); Berkshire Theatre Group. Education/Training BA Brandeis University, McCarter Theatre Center Stage Management Internship 2007-2008 Season.
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Hartford Stage  Henry V, A Lesson from Aloes, A Midsummer Night’s Dream. Regional Grease, A Chorus Line (Ivoryton Playhouse); Beauty and the Beast, Beehive the 60’s Musical (Theatre by the Sea); James and the Giant Peach, Big Fish, Our Town, Anatole (First Stage Milwaukee); Hall of Final Ruin, The Griots (Renaissance Theatreworks); Swan Lake (Milwaukee Ballet). Television House Hunters, Extreme Cheapskates, Biggest Loser. Other Love to LC, WW and CW.

McCARTER THEATRE CENTER
CO-PRODUCTION PARTNER
Under the leadership of award-winning playwright and Artistic Director Emily Mann, Managing Director Michael S. Rosenberg, and Special Programming Director William W. Lockwood, McCarter’s mission is to create world-class theatre and present the finest artists for the engagement, education, and entertainment of the community. Winner of the 1994 Tony Award for Outstanding Regional Theatre, world premieres include Christopher Durang’s Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike (2013 Tony for Best Play); Tarell Alvin McCraney’s The Brother/Sister Plays; Emily Mann’s Having Our Say; and Danai Gurira’s The Convert. McCarter brings artists from around the world to Princeton, New Jersey including Angelique Kidjo, Esperanza Spalding, David Sedaris, and more. Education and outreach efforts serve tens of thousands through student matinees, in-school residencies, and adult classes. More at mccarter.org.
Nestled on our 120-acre wooded campus, The Village at McLean offers a private setting to live a carefree lifestyle. Enjoy a beautifully appointed home, maintenance-free living, gourmet dining and a welcoming community of friends. Plus, take comfort in knowing future care is right up the path.

It’s all for you at McLean.
VILLAS • APARTMENTS • COTTAGES

Call us to arrange a personal visit.
860-658-3786

www.TheNewMcLeanVillage.org | 75 Great Pond Road | Simsbury, CT 06070
DARKO TRESNJAK
ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

Darko Tresnjak is the fifth Artistic Director of the 55-year-old Hartford Stage. He received the 2014 Tony, Drama Desk and Outer Critics Circle Awards for his direction of A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder, starring Jefferson Mays. He received an Obie Award in 2015 for his direction of The Killer at TFANA, starring Michael Shannon. His production of Anastasia, which premiered at Hartford Stage in 2016, is currently on Broadway at the Broadhurst Theatre, and opened in Spain, Germany and began a national tour in the fall of 2018. In September 2018, his production of Samson et Dalila, starring Elīna Garanča and Roberto Alagna, opened the Metropolitan Opera’s 2018-2019 season. He has received four Connecticut Critics Circle Awards for his Hartford Stage productions of A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder, Hamlet, Anastasia and The Comedy of Errors (set design). Other productions at Hartford Stage include The Engagement Party; A Lesson from Aloeas; A Midsummer Night’s Dream; Heartbreak House; Rear Window starring Kevin Bacon; Hamlet; Private Lives; Kiss Me, Kate; Macbeth; La Dispute; Twelfth Night; The Tempest; and Bell, Book & Candle. From 2004 to 2009, he was the Artistic Director of The Old Globe Shakespeare Festival, where he received five San Diego Critics Circle Awards, four for his direction of Pericles, The Winter’s Tale, A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder and Cyrano de Bergerac, starring Patrick Page, and one for Excellence in Artistic Direction. Favorite productions include The Ghosts of Versailles with Patti LuPone and Patricia Racette, Macbeth with Plácido Domingo at LA Opera and The Merchant of Venice with F. Murray Abraham at Theatre for a New Audience and the Royal Shakespeare Company Complete Works Festival. He has also directed productions at Williamstown Theatre Festival, Huntington Theatre Company, Long Wharf Theatre, Goodspeed Musicals, Westport Country Playhouse, Vineyard Theatre, Chicago Shakespeare Theater, Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Stratford Shakespeare Festival and The Public Theater.
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Elizabeth Williamson is in her seventh season at Hartford Stage. In addition to serving as Associate Artistic Director, she also leads new play development for the company. Prior to joining Hartford Stage, she spent four seasons as Associate Artistic Director and Literary Manager for Pioneer Theatre Company. Dramaturgy Hartford Stage: The Engagement Party, Make Believe, Romeo and Juliet, The Body of an American, An Opening in Time, Hamlet, Reverberation, Macbeth, Man in a Case, Somewhere, A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder and others; London’s West End: The Inheritance; Broadway: A Gentleman’s Guide to Love & Murder (Tony Award for Best Musical), Anastasia; Off-Broadway/Regional: The Body of an American (Primary Stages); Touch(ed), In, Find and Sign and others (Pioneer Theatre Company); M. Proust (Steppenwolf); Mefistofele (Theatre de la Jeune Lune). Directing Cloud 9, Seder, Henry V (Hartford Stage); The Life and Death of Pier Paolo Pasolini (Act French Festival, Abingdon); The Floating World (HERE); Rare Bird (Babcock Theatre); Owners (Alter); The Second Amendment Club (AMS); The Maids (FringeNYC). Translation La Dispute (Hartford Stage); The Life and Death of Pier Paolo Pasolini (Act French Festival, Abingdon). Education Bachelor’s in Theatre and Comparative Literature, Bennington College; Master’s in European Literature, Oxford University; trained at the École Internationale de Théâtre Jacques Lecoq. Awards NEA Fellowship in Literary Translation.
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AETNA NEW VOICES FELLOW 2018: MFONISO UDOFIA

The Aetna New Voices Fellowship provides an opportunity for innovative playwrights of diversity and color to develop new work and become engaged in the Greater Hartford community. The program includes the commissioning of a new play, along with developmental readings and workshops, and working with Hartford Stage’s Education department to mentor teen artists. The 2018 Fellow is Mfoniso Udofia.

Mfoniso, a first-generation Nigerian-American storyteller and educator, attended Wellesley College and obtained her MFA in Acting from the American Conservatory Theater. During her stay in the Bay, she co-pioneered a youth initiative, The Nia Project, providing artistic outlets for youth residing in Bayview Huntspoint. She is the recipient of the 2017 Helen Merrill Playwright Award and the 2017-2018 McKnight National Residency and Commission at The Playwrights’ Center in Minneapolis. Mfoniso’s plays have been developed at and/or presented/produced by The New York Theatre Workshop, The Playwrights Realm, The Magic Theatre, Dr. Barbara Ann Teer’s National Black Theatre, Hedgebrook, Sundance Theatre Lab, NNPN, Space on Ryder Farm, NNPN New Play Showcase, Makehouse, Soul Productions, terraNOVA, 173, The New Black Fest, Rising Circle’s INKTank, At Hand Theatre Company, The Standard Collective, American Slavery Project, Liberation Theatre Company, and more. For the last several years, she has been crafting the Ufot Cycle, a planned series of nine plays looking at the history of Nigerian immigration in America through the eyes of one family. These interrelated plays include Sojourners, runboyrun, and Her Portmanteau, which was developed in 2015 at the National Black Theatre. Her commission for Hartford Stage will be part of this cycle.

PAST AETNA NEW VOICES FELLOWS

Past fellows include Matthew Lopez, whose two-part play The Inheritance recently finished its run in London’s West End; Kaneza Schaal, whose Jack & just completed a national tour, and Quiara Alegría Hudes, who won the 2012 Pulitzer Prize for Water by the Spoonful.

Aetna has been the sole funder of this remarkable program since 2004. Aetna’s mission is to build a healthier world—one person, one community at a time. Their team of nearly 50,000 employees is committed to providing access to affordable, high-quality health care, and making the health care experience simpler and more responsive.

The Aetna New Voices Fellowship is made possible by
SHORT TAKES: NEWS FROM HARTFORD STAGE

MELIA BENNSUSSEN NAMED NEXT ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
Melia Bensussen has been named the next Artistic Director of Hartford Stage. Assuming the role in June, Ms. Bensussen will be the sixth artistic director to lead the theatre in its 55-year history. She succeeds Darko Tresnjak, who has served as Artistic Director since 2011 and will depart Hartford Stage at the close of the 2018-19 season, Michael Wilson (1998-2011), Mark Lamos (1981-1998), Paul Weidner (1968-1981), and Jacques Cartier (1963-1968). “I am honored and thrilled to be appointed Hartford Stage’s next Artistic Director, and I look forward to following in the footsteps of distinguished and committed artists who have previously served as Artistic Directors at Hartford Stage,” Bensussen said. “Hartford Stage’s national reputation, its history of bringing world class artists to Hartford, and its extraordinary commitment to education in this region all make for a thriving institution. I look forward to working with a great staff and board to further develop Hartford Stage’s high profile, as well as to increase community engagement and further expand its importance to the city of Hartford and environs.”

MAKE BELIEVE TO PREMIERE AT NEW YORK’S SECOND STAGE THEATER
Make Believe, which made its world premiere at Hartford Stage in September, will perform this August at Second Stage Theater in New York. Bess Wohl’s funny and poignant play about four young siblings dealing with the mysterious disappearance of their parents will be directed by Michael Greif (Dear Evan Hansen). Dates, casting and full creative team will be announced at a later date.

HARTFORD STAGE ARTISTIC APPRENTICE NAMED A 2019 RHODES SCHOLAR
Yan Chen, an Artistic Apprentice at Hartford Stage, has been named one of four Chinese Rhodes Scholars for 2019. Born and raised in China, Chen received her theatre education in China, the US, the UK, Russia, and Poland. She arrived in the US in 2016 to pursue graduate studies at the American Repertory Theater (A.R.T.) Institute for Advanced Theater Training at Harvard University, where she received a Master’s degree in Dramaturgy and Theater Studies. Previously, she had received her BA in English in 2016 from Nanjing University, China. Chen plans to pursue a Master’s degree in Comparative Literature and Critical Translation at the University of Oxford in October.

THE INHERITANCE NAMED BEST NEW PLAY BY THE CRITICS’ CIRCLE
The Inheritance, Matthew Lopez’s epic, two-part play inspired by E.M. Forster’s novel Howard’s End, was named Best New Play at The London Critics’ Circle Theatre Awards. The play, which was commissioned by Hartford Stage, debuted at the Young Vic and transferred to the West End. It took home three top honors at the ceremony, including Best Director for Stephen Daldry and Best Actor for Kyle Soller. The Critics’ Circle is the oldest organization of its kind in the world and has over 500 members throughout the UK.

2019/20 SEASON SUBSCRIPTION UPDATE
Darko and the Hartford Stage artistic team have been consulting with our next Artistic Director, Melia Bensussen on next season’s exciting slate of six plays for the 2019/2020 Season. Watch your mailbox for your renewal notice and opportunity to secure your seat to the premier place for theatre in our community!
Christina Acosta Robinson and Cleavant Derricks in August Wilson’s *The Piano Lesson* (2016), directed by Jade King Carroll. Photo by T. Charles Erickson.

Now in our 55th season, Hartford Stage is currently under the leadership of Artistic Director Darko Tresnjak. In January 2019, Melia Bensussen was named the sixth Artistic Director of Hartford Stage, and will assume the role in June. One of the nation’s leading resident theatres, Hartford Stage is known for producing innovative revivals of classics and provocative new plays and musicals, including 73 world and American premieres, as well as offering a distinguished education program, which reaches close to 21,000 students annually.

Since Tresnjak’s appointment in 2011, the theatre has presented the world premieres of the new musical *Anastasia* by Terrence McNally, Stephen Flaherty and Lynn Ahrens—currently on Broadway; *A Gentleman’s Guide to Love and Murder* on Broadway, winner of four 2014 Tony Awards, including Best Musical and Best Direction of a Musical by Tresnjak; *Rear Window* with Kevin Bacon; Quiara Alegría Hudes’ *Water by the Spoonful*, winner of the 2012 Pulitzer Prize for Drama; *Breath & Imagination* by Daniel Beaty; Big Dance Theatre’s *Man in a Case* with Mikhail Baryshnikov; *Reverberation* by Matthew Lopez; *Seder* by Sarah Gancher; Agatha Christie’s *Murder on the Orient Express*, adapted for the stage by Ken Ludwig; *The Age of Innocence* by Edith Wharton, adapted for the stage by Douglas McGrath; *Make Believe* by Bess Wohl; and *The Engagement Party* by Samuel Baum.

Hartford Stage has earned many of the nation’s most prestigious awards, including the 1989 Tony Award for Outstanding Regional Theatre. Other national honors include Outer Critics Circle, Drama Desk, OBIE, and New York Critics Circle awards. Hartford Stage has produced nationally renowned titles, including the New York transfers of *Enchanted April*; *The Orphans’ Home Cycle*; *Resurrection* (later retitled *Through the Night*); *The Carpetbagger’s Children*; and *Tea at Five*.

The leading provider of theatre education programs in Connecticut, Hartford Stage’s offerings include student matinees, in-school theatre residencies, teen performance opportunities, theatre classes for students (ages 3-18) and adults, after school programs and professional development courses.
The Hartt School/Hartford Stage Partnership in Training

Now in its fifteenth year, The Hartt School/Hartford Stage Partnership in Training offers a unique alliance of an undergraduate acting conservatory program and a respected professional theatre—one of only two such collaborations in the country. This partnership helps ensure that acting students at the Hartt School receive rigorous training and bring their skills, imagination and intellect to the demands of a professional theatre setting. Hartford Stage staff and guest artists lead classes and workshops and faculty and students appear in Hartford Stage productions. Hartt students have been seen in The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, A Christmas Carol, A Midsummer Night's Dream, Noises Off!, To Kill a Mockingbird, the Brand:NEW Festival of New Work, Antony & Cleopatra, Snow Falling on Cedars, The Crucible, The Tempest, Twelfth Night, Hamlet, Anastasia, The Comedy of Errors, The Age of Innocence and Henry V.

The University of Massachusetts Graduate Internships at Hartford Stage

Linking one of the most respected graduate programs in theatre with the Tony Award winning Hartford Stage, the University of Massachusetts Graduate Internships give Master of Fine Arts students in design, directing and dramaturgy the opportunity to work alongside the country’s most exciting artists. The Graduate Internships provide a valuable professional testing ground for students and are a natural complement to the practical, hands-on approach of UMass’ graduate program. In turn, Hartford Stage is enriched by the participation of the next generation of theatre artists. UMass students have worked on Boeing-Boeing, Zerline’s Tale, Gee’s Bend, Motherhood Out Loud, The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, Snow Falling on Cedars, The 39 Steps, Macbeth, Vanya and Sonia and Masha and Spike, and Hedda Gabler.

Capital Community College

This season will mark the eighth season of the One Play Program—a partnership between Hartford Stage and Capital Community College, designed to give the entire college community the opportunity to come together around one play each semester. In addition to offering discounted tickets for students and faculty, the program also brings members of each production’s creative team to the College to interact with students. Last season, 625 Capital students saw a performance at Hartford Stage, many reporting it was their first time at the theatre. This season’s One Play productions are Henry V and Detroit ’67. During the 2017-2018 academic year, in partnership with Hartford Stage and other Hartford theatre companies, Capital began to offer a new associate’s degree in theatre.
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DETROIT '67
Hartford Stage depends on the generosity of thousands of individuals and families each year. It is with immense gratitude that we recognize the following donors who have contributed to the annual fund from Dec. 1, 2017 to Jan. 29, 2019.

If there are any questions or concerns about your program listing, please contact Kati Liss-Hensel at 860-520-7243.
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Joyce & Harold Buckingham
The Bushnell Center for the
Performing Arts
Marla & John Byrnes

IN MEMORY OF RUBY VIPLER
Bill Fuller

IN MEMORY OF FRANKE ELIZABETH &
RYAN NAGEL
Dave & Marlene Nagel

IN MEMORY OF JUDE K. SMEAD
JoAnn Cephas

IN MEMORY OF WILLIAM & HELEN PARENTI
Karen Parenti

IN MEMORY OF STEPHANIE PRATT
Sandra Lausier

IN MEMORY OF DR. ROBERT ROSSON
Judy Pitt

IN MEMORY OF PAUL WEIDNER
Lee & Bob Goode

IN MEMORY OF SALLY WILLIAMS
Bill Fuller

IN MEMORY OF RUBY VIPLER
Edward Vipler
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Kyle Abraham
Rachel & Ian Alderman
Antay Bilgutay & Paul Ditolla
Todd & Rebecca Brandt
Liss Couch-Edwards
Bryan & Traci Holcombe
Kati Liss-Hensel
Chuck & Theresa MacNaughton
Jennifer & Nathan Roberts
Nathalie Schlosser
Mr. Darko Tresnjak &
Mr. Joshua Pearson
Emily Van Scoy
Sara & Chris Walnum

IN MEMORY OF ANTAY BILGUTAY &
P A U R A  D I T O L L A
Greg Giles & Teresa West
DR Mann Hanson & Jamison Sacks
Jacques Lamarre & Arthur Galinat
Gregg R. Pittelkow
Michael Pratt

IN HONOR OF CAROL BROOKS
Sue Leocha Sadowski

IN HONOR OF BETH BOMBARA &
RICK COSTELLO
Ezra & Chrissie Ripple

IN HONOR OF ELAINE BRIGGS' BIRTHDAY
Michael Beattie
Elaine Bernier
Bill Grier

IN HONOR OF SUE ANN COLLINS
Karen & Wilbur Christman
Brian & Nancy Comer
Michael Crabbe & Virginia Wilson
The Daly Family
Robert Garrey
Walter & Dianne Harrison
Susan Kennedy
Virginia Kiraly
Jo-Anne Leventhal & Jeff Koerner
Joshua Newton & Phillip Stampul
Michelle Matarazzo
Dee Peters
Joseph Puzzo & Sandra Conlin
Belle K. Ribicoff
Chrissie & Ezra Ripple
Rosalie Roth
Barbara Rubin
Donna Spezialie
William & Judith Thompson
Sam White & John Rohatsch
Judeen Winrinn & Ronal Staniszewski

IN HONOR OF RICK COSTELLO'S BIRTHDAY
Brion & Sandy Johnson

IN HONOR OF CARRIE HAMMOND
Joann & Wes Boyd

IN HONOR OF TOM & MARGAH LIPS
Pam Lucas & John Nealon

IN HONOR OF DR. & MRS. NEAL MANDELL
Debi & Peter Miller

IN HONOR OF KATE MORWAY
David & Fran Horvitz

IN HONOR OF CATHLEEN PAYNE
Christine & Rodger Payne

IN HONOR OF BELLE K. RIBICOFF
Raymond Wesnofske &
Linda Moecker Wesnofske

IN HONOR OF CHRISSE RIPLE
Susan & Brian Clemow

IN HONOR OF STEPHEN ROTH
David & Fran Horvitz

IN HONOR OF FLORA SMITH
David & Bonnie Beaulieu

IN HONOR OF DARCO TRESNJAK
Steven B. & Patricia Kelmur

MEMORIAL GIFTS

IN MEMORY OF STEPHEN J. ALBERT
David & Jan Klein

IN MEMORY OF DENNIS C. ANDERSON
Karen Anderson

IN MEMORY OF PAULINA Q. CONNOLLY
Patricia Daly
Cathleen & Ed Gerwig

IN MEMORY OF MARY CURTISS
Jennifer Crookes Carpenter &
Terrence Lavin

IN MEMORY OF GALINA FAYNGERSH
Diana Lee

IN MEMORY OF JONATHAN BAILEY GADDIS
Coleman H. & Jo Champiuln Casey
Susan Chandler
Drs. Chita & Ramanan
Anna Crawford & Bill Silva
Julie Fiedler
Sharon Field
Shelly Herd Millane
Kl Miller
Robert H. & Sharon W. Smith
Humphrey Tonkin & Jane Edwards
Jody Landry Ziskind, Sharon &
Mark Healy, Art & Janet Landry,
Maura Landry Harris

IN MEMORY OF JOHN M. GIBBONS JR., MD
Mrs. Mary P. Gibbons

IN MEMORY OF BRUCE HOCKADAY
Sarah Karstaedt

IN MEMORY OF JACK & PATSY HUNTINGTON
John W. Huntington
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The Bushnell Center for the
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Marla & John Byrnes
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Karen Parenti
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Sandra Lausier
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Lee & Bob Goode
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Edward Vipler
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Jennifer & Nathan Roberts
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Emily Van Scoy
Sara & Chris Walnum
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Kyle Abraham
Rachel & Ian Alderman
Antay Bilgutay & Paul Ditolla
Todd & Rebecca Brandt
Liss Couch-Edwards
Bryan & Traci Holcombe
Kati Liss-Hensel
Chuck & Theresa MacNaughton
Jennifer & Nathan Roberts
Nathalie Schlosser
Mr. Darko Tresnjak &
Mr. Joshua Pearson
Emily Van Scoy
Sara & Chris Walnum

*Deceased

Donors printed in red or blue have shown
extraordinary loyalty to Hartford Stage.
Those whose names are printed in red have
given at least 25 years of support. Those
whose names appear in blue have
given at least 10 years of support.

DETROIT '67
The Shakespeare Society comprises individuals who have provided for the future of Hartford Stage in their estate plans. Hartford Stage is deeply grateful for their generosity and foresight.

Anonymous (15)
Margaret Atwood
Maxwell & Sally Belding
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Bourdeau
Mrs. Joan Brown
Kimberley & Christopher Byrd
Marla & John Byrnes
Edward C. Cape
Mario R. Cavallo
David Clark
Sue Ann Collins
Richard G. Costello
Robert L. & Susan G. Fisher
Kathy Frederick & Eugene Leach
Victoria E. Gallo
Dieter & Siegelind Johannes
Janice & David Klein
Joel M. & Naomi Baline Kleinman
Katherine J. Lambert
Christopher Larsen
Tom & Margah Lips
Elaine T. Lowengard
Helen Ingram
Judith Meyers & Richard Hersh
Ki Miller
Arthur & Merle Nacht
Judge Jon O. Newman
Belle K. Ribicoff
George Richards
Ezra & Chrissie Ripple
Dr. & Mrs. Russell Robertson
Barbara Rubin
Robert K. Schrepf
Carol W. Scoville
Donald & Linda Silpe
Jennifer Smith Turner & Eric Turner
Elsa Suisman
Michael Wilson & Jeff Cowie
Michael & Ellen Zenke

IN MEMORIAM
Hartford Stage fondly remembers these late Shakespeare Society members.
Anonymous (6)
Cynthia Kellogg Barrington
Susan R. Block
Clifford S. Burdge
Ruth Cape
Anna Clark
James H. Eacott, Jr.
Yummy Grauity
Hugh M. Joseloff & Helen J. Joseloff

If you are interested in making a planned gift, call Kati Liss-Hensel at 860-520-7243.
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VISIONARIES
State of Connecticut
George L. Estes III & Laura R. Estes
Two Longtime Friends of Hartford Stage

LUMINARIES
Jill Adams & Bill Knight*
Aetna Foundation
The Richard P. Garmany Fund at the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving
Hartford Foundation for Public Giving
The John and Kelly Hartman Foundation, as recommended by Paul L. Bourdeau*
The Hoffman Family*
The Nafe E. Katter Trust
David & Jan Klein*
Christopher & Janet* M. Larsen/ The Larsen Fund
Marjorie E. Morrissey*
George & Ann* Richards
Chrissie & Ezra Ripple*
Stanley Black & Decker
The Travelers Foundation
Brooke & Ted Whittlemore*

LEADERSHIP
City of Hartford/Greater Hartford Arts Council*
David & Anna* Clark*
Sue Ann Collins
Walter & Dianne Harrison
David & Sharon Jepson*
Tom & Margah Lips*
Jane & Roger Loeb
Esther A. Pryan*
Mrs. Millard H. Pryan, Jr.*
The Edward C. & Ann T. Roberts Foundation
June Miller Rosenblatt*
Stephen & Amy Sils
Donald & Linda Fisher Silpe
Sally L. Speer*
William & Judith Thompson*
The Estate of Louise W. Willson

ADVOCATES
The Estate of Douglas W. Addison
Andra Asars*
The Estate of Cynthia Kellogg Barrington
Paul & Joanne Bourdeau
Christopher & Kimberley Byrd
Marla & John Byrnes*
Sara & David Carson
Bruce Cliff & Andrew Huber
Jane Costello
Rick Costello
Susan & Robert Fisher
Beverly & Arnold Greenberg
Tom* & Eunice Groark*
Carrie & Jonathan Hammond*
Gwendolyn Smith Iloani
George A. Ingram
Jack & Sally Kennedy
Lee G. Kuckro*
Michael & Roxane Lipton
Judith Meyers & Richard Hersh*
Tuck* & Ki Miller
Robert A. & Joan C. Penney
Thomas & Kimberly Richards*
Barbara Rubin*
Jennifer Smith Turner & Eric Turner
Elsa & Michael* Suisman
Ileen P. Swerdloff & Mark H. Swerdloff*
Nadine Francis West & Arnold B. West*
John H.P. & Karen Cronin Wheat
Magrieta & Sherwood Willard*
Michael Wilson & Jeff Cowie*

SUPPORTERS
Linda S. Alexander*
Lawrence & Ruth Alexander*
John Alves & Rodolfo Ramirez
Erik Bloomquist
Salvatore & Lisa Bonanno
Harold & Joyce Buckingham
James Hemphill & Laura Cahill
Sara Marcy Cole
Robert & Annmarie Davis
Andrew M. Fleischmann
Rose & Joseph Fortuna
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Franklin
Elliott F. Gerson
Grunberg Family Foundation
David Jimenez
Beth Jimenez
John & Beth Lynch
Michael & Susan Pohlod

The Richards Family
Benevolent Fund
Leonard & Deanna Sue Sucsy
John Weber & Annie Jennings
Linda Cheverton Wick & Walter Wick
Henry M. Zachs

SEAT CAMPAIGN
Cynthia Bates
Jay & Eugenia Benet
Bonnie S. Bercowitz & Paul L. Klopp
Martin & Lynn Bloom
Joel Brehm & Rodney Dugas
Stephen & Nancy Bright
Ellen Brown
Michele B. Bush
Edward C. Cape
Austin & Lynne Carey
Michael Cooper
Catherine Daly & Roy Dion
Sonya Dockett* & Anthony Nwachukwu
William & Lois Druckemeier
Eversource Energy
William Gratz & Jay Bruno
Frank Haviland & Shirley Mae Neu
Greg & Renata Hayes
Chloe & Wes Horton
Herbert Isaacson
Joel & Naomi Kleinman
Robert & Anne Lally
David Lees
Andrew & Lauren Lieberman
Mr. & Mrs. Crawford Lincoln
Cynthia K. Mackay
Margaret Marchak & Mark Schreier
Katharine & Hugh McLean
Johanna M. Morrison
Sherman* & Janet U. Murphy
David & Marlene Nagel
Arlene & Daniel Neiditz
Sarah & Samuel Paul
Judy Pitt & Robert Rosson*
David & Karen Polk
Don C. Sikes
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson Sly
George & Dorothy Stone
Edward & Margaret Storrs
Katherine N. Stott
Richard & Jane Tedder
Christopher & Helen Winsor
Ms. Ruth Ann Woodley & Mr. Peter Gourley

*Includes seat campaign
+Deceased


PARTNERS
Arnold & Peg Amstutz
The Beatrice Fox Auerbach Foundation Fund at the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, as recommended by Rena Koopman, Beatrice Koopman, Dorothy Koopman
R. Kelley & Walter* Bonn
Rick & Susan Copeland
Harry E. Goldfarb Family Foundation, Inc.
Maximillian E. & Marion O. Hoffman Foundation
Katherine J. Lambert*
William & Alice Mortensen Foundation*
Michael D. & Colleen S. Nicastro*
The Seedlings Foundation
Jack & Donna Sennott*
The Simons Family*
Allan & Sally Taylor
Timken Foundation
Mark & Patty Willis*
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William & Lois Druckemeier
Eversource Energy
William Gratz & Jay Bruno
Frank Haviland & Shirley Mae Neu
Greg & Renata Hayes
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Herbert Isaacson
Joel & Naomi Kleinman
Robert & Anne Lally
David Lees
Andrew & Lauren Lieberman
Mr. & Mrs. Crawford Lincoln
Cynthia K. Mackay
Margaret Marchak & Mark Schreier
Katharine & Hugh McLean
Johanna M. Morrison
Sherman* & Janet U. Murphy
David & Marlene Nagel
Arlene & Daniel Neiditz
Sarah & Samuel Paul
Judy Pitt & Robert Rosson*
David & Karen Polk
Don C. Sikes
Mr. & Mrs. Nelson Sly
George & Dorothy Stone
Edward & Margaret Storrs
Katherine N. Stott
Richard & Jane Tedder
Christopher & Helen Winsor
Ms. Ruth Ann Woodley & Mr. Peter Gourley

*Includes seat campaign
+Deceased
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